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A classic theorem
of van der Waerden
asserts that for any positive
integer k,
there is an integer W(k) with the property
that if IV> W(k) and the set { 1,2,..., W}
is partitioned
into r classes C,, C?,..., C,, then some C, will always contain a k-term
arithmetic
progression.
Let us abbreviate
this assertion by saying that { 1, 2,..., W}
arrows AP(k) (written
{ 1, 2,..., IV} + AP(k)).
Further,
we say that a set X crifically
arrows AP(k) if:(i) X arrows AP(k);
(ii) for any proper subset X’ c X, x’ does not
arrow AP(k).
The main result of this note shows that for any given k there exist
arbitrarily
large sets X which critically
arrow AP(k).

INTRODUCTION

A fundamental
following:

result of van der Waerden (see [13] or [6]) asserts the

of the set
of positive
integers
THEOREM. In any partition
n+ =c,v
... v C, into jnitely many classes, some class Ci must contain
arbitrarily long arithmetic progressions.

Van der Waerden’s theorem formed a key element from which an important component of Ramsey theory developed, through the work of Rado,
Deuber, and others (see [ll, 3, 53).
In its (equivalent) finite form, van der Waerden’s theorem has the following statement:
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THEOREM.
For all k, YE Z+ there exists a least integer W= W(k, r) such
that in any partition of

(1, 2 ,...) W}:= [W] = c, v ... v c,,
some Ci must contain a k-term arithmetic progression.
The true order of growth of W(k, r) and especially W(k) := W(k, 2) is a
subject of great current interest in combinatorics.
The best available
bounds for W(k) grow like the Ackermann function and consequently, are
not even primitive recursive (see [6]). On the other hand, the strongest
lower bounds presently known for W(k) are of the form k- 2k (see [ 11).
In this note we investigate the following question: For every k, r E Z+,
do there exist arbitrariiy large sets X= X(k, r) E Z + satisfying:
(i) In any partition of X= C, u 1.. w C,, some Ci must contain a
k-term arithmetic progression;
(ii) The assertion in (i) does not hold if X is replaced by any proper
subset of X.
This question is similar in spirit to some of these settled by Negetiil,
Rodl, and others (see [lo, 71) showing the existence, for example, of
arbitrarily large graphs G which “critically” force complete graphs Kk for
partitions of G’s edges into r classes.
We will occassionally revert to the traditional “chromatic” terminology
in which classes in a partition are denoted by “colors” and structures contained within a single class are called “monochromatic.”

THE MAIN

RESULT

Our attention will in fact be focussed on a version of the Hales-Jewett
theorem (see [5] for a more detailed description). Very briefly the setting is
as follows: For an arbitrary fixed set A = {a,,..., a, }, a subset X of AN, the
N-fold Cartesian product of A, is said to form a (combinatorial)
line if X
can be written for some nonempty Zc [lv] in the form
X= ((x, ,..., xN): .~,=a, iE1)

xjeA fixed,j&L

Thus, X has cardinality 1x1 = lA( = t.
The basic theorem of Hales and Jewett [7] is:
THEOREM.

any partition

For all A and r E Z + there exists an N = N(A, r) such that in
of AN = C, u . . . v C,, some Ci must always contain a line.
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It is well known (and easily shown) that the Hales-Jewett theorem
implies not only the theorem of van der Waerden but also its
generalizations to higher dimensions (see [ 141).
To begin with, we need the following definition: For a subset XZ AN, let
us write X+ (line), if for any partition of X= C, u ... u C,, some Ci must
contain a line. Similarly, for a family 9 of lines in AN, let us write
3 + (line), if for any partition of X= C, u . . . u C,, some Ci must contain
all the points of some line L E 9.
We first need a preliminary result:
LEMMA. For every A, a, and r with IAJ = t B 2 there exists an integer
N,(A, a, r) such that if N> N,(A, a, r) then there is a family of lines
9 G AN with the following properties:

(a)
(b)
Proof.

9 + (line),
dP’+(line),for

every Y~dp

with 19’1 <a.

Define
nl = NM W,
ni+l = N(A, R’W...‘b),
N=

i

l<i<R,

ni.

i=l

Let G = (V, E) be a graph with V= (0, l,..., R}, chromatic number x(G) > r
and without cycles of length less than a (which exists by a result of Erdos
[4]). Write
A= (1, 2,... t}, A’=A\{t}.
Define the set Xc AN as follows:

x = (Xl )...)XN) E x

iff there exists i, = i,(x) < R

and for each i< iO, indices p(i) E (cj=,
0)
(ii)

xp(i)

=

nj, 1;: f nj] such that:

t;

xi#t for all i>cjOzl

nj.

Using this notation define a system of lines 2’ in AN as follows:
A line L belongs to 2’ iff L c X and there exists an edge {i,j} E E, i<j,
such that all points x of L with the exception of one satisfy iO(x) = i, while
the remaining point satisfies iO(x) =j.
It is routine to prove 8 + (line), (using the standard proof of the
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Hales-Jewett theorem as given, for example, in [S] ).
9’ c 9 with ILZ’I <a. Thus, the set {i,(x): XE u 9’)
(since G contains no cycle of length less than a), which
2-coloring
of lJ9’
containing
no monochromatic
required. 1

To prove (b), let
may be 2-colored
in turn induces a
line in Y, as

We are now ready to state the main result.
THEOREM.
For every A, a, and r with IAl = t 2 3 there exists N*(A, a, r)
such that if N 2 N*(A, a, r) then there exists X E AN satisfying:

(i)
(ii)
Proof.

X+ (line),;
X’ -+ (line), for every X’ G X with IX’/ <a.
Without

loss of generality let
A = { 1, 2,..., t}

and set A,=A\{t}.

By the lemma there exist families of lines Z& satisfying
9, + (line),

with .Y,GA$,

wherert,=N,,(AO,(l),r)

and, for 1 <i<r,
=Z+, --f (line),+,

with z+,

E A:+’

where

Set N=n,+n,+
... +n,+,.
For a line L E 5$ c AZ we really have L = L(j ), j E A,,. In other words, L
consists of IA,, 1= t - 1 points of A;, obtained by letting the “variable”
coordinate positions (simultaneously) assume the values i= 1,2,..., t - 1.
We now define the final set Xc AN as follows:
x = (Xl) XI,..., XN) E x
iff either
(a) XEA~, or
(b) there exists i,, E { 1, 2,..., r} and lines L,(j)~g
for ldi<iO
such that the first n, + n2 + ... + niO coordinates
of x are just
(L,(t), L,(t),..., L,(t)) and furthermore, these are the only coordinate
positions in which the symbol t occurs.
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representation

of x E X with

iO(x) = 3.

Schematically, we have the situation shown in Fig. 1. As before, it is
straightforward to prove that X -+ (line),.
To prove (b), fix an arbitrary set YE X with 1YI < a. Denote by Y, the
set of all restrictions of words of Y to the coordinate positions
(cj:: nj, J$=, nj]. Also, let A;f’ denote the restriction of A,N to the coordinate positions (xi: f nj, xi=, n,] and let Y,, = Y, n a. By the choice of
9 i there exist colorings ci: @ + (0, 1) such that no monochromatic
line
occurs in z$. (Here, we use the fact that if I Yi.OI <a then Yi,O must contain
fewer than (;) lines).
Finally, define a coloring c: Y -+ (0, l,..., r - 1 } as follows: For y E Y,
write y = (ji, Jz ,..., jr+ i), where Jim Yi:
(i)

If ye YnA,N

then set
r+l

c(y) = 1 c,(j,) (mod 2).
i=

(ii)

1

If ye r\A,N then
Y = (L,(t),

Ut),...,

ho(f), Yi,, I ?...YYr+ 113

where i0 = io(y), Li(j) is a line in z, 1 < i< i,, and the yiE ,@. Define c by
ito cdLi(l))

+ C CAYi) (mod 2)
i>

1 + 2 Ci(Li( 1)) + &

if

HO=

1,

if

iO( y) = 2 or 3,

if

i,(y)24.

io

Ci(ji) (mod 2)

,=O

io(Y) - 2

It is now straightforward to verify that with this coloring c, no line in Y
can be monochromatic.
This completes the proof of the theorem. 1
We should note that the assumption IAl 3 3 is necessary since the
corresponding result for 1Al = 2 does not hold.
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corollaries we have the following results:

COROLLARY 1. For every A, a, and r with IAl b 3 there exists m(A, a, r)
such that if N 3 m(A, a, r) then there exists XC AN satisfying

6)

1x1>a;

(ii)
(iii)

X+ (fine),;
X’ --b (line),

COROLLARY

(i)
(ii)

for

any proper subset x’ c X.

2. For any a, r, and t Z 3 there exists XG H + satisfying

1x1 >a.

In any partition of X into r classes,some class must contain a
t-term arithmetic progression.
(iii) The assertion in (ii) does not hold zf X is replaced by any proper
subsetX’ c X.
(iv) X contains no (t + 1)-term arithmetic progression.

We apply Corollary

Proof

1 with A = {O, l,..., t - 1 } and with the

association

x = (x, )...(x,) t+ ;g, xi Ti
for a sufliciently large integer T. 1
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